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1 , $k$ , k-
. k- $k$- , , $1$ ) $k$
, $2$ ) $k+1$ , ,
k- $\text{ }$ , [FYA91, HJK93].
$G$ ,
, k- $G$ . $G$- (G-
dominatedness) , $G$ 1-
[INK95]. 1- $C$ $1-\text{ }$ $D$ $G$- , $C$
$D$ . 1- G-
$1-\text{ }$ G-ND($c$-nondominated) , G-ND $\text{ }$
.
1- G-ND , G-ND
[HY97]. $G$- k- , . , k-
$k-$ , $\not\subset$) , k- G-ND
.
2
$G=(V, E)$ . $G$ $\in V$
( ), $e_{k}=(v_{i}, v_{j})\in E$ .
$k- \text{ }$ [FYA91, $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{K}93$].
1 $V$ . $V$ Ck $V$ k-
(k-coterie) .
(i) (Minimality) $C_{k}$ 2 $P,$ $Q$ , $P\not\subset Q$ ,
(ii) (Intersection Property) $k$ $C_{k}$ , , $C_{k}$ $k+1$
$Q_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$Qk+1$ , $Q_{i^{\cap}}Q_{j}\neq\emptyset$ $Q_{i},$ $Q_{j}$ ($i\neq i$ $1\leq i,j\leq k+1$ ) .
k- $C_{k}$ (quorum) .
2G $V$ . Ck 1 $(\mathrm{i}),(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ (iii) , $C_{k}$
$V$ k- (proper $k$ -coterie) .
(iii) (Nonintersection Property) $h$ $(1 \leq h<k)$ $C_{k}$ $Q_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $Q_{h}$ ,
$i(1\leq i\leq h)$ $Q\cap Q_{i}=\emptyset$ Q\in Ck .
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, .
, k- Intersection Property
$k$ . k- Nonintersection Property
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2 1- (dominahon) Garcia-Molina [GMB85],
Neilsen $\dot{k}$- , k- $k-\text{ }$
[NM94]. .
3 $C_{k}$ Dk $V$ k- . $C_{k}\neq D_{k}$ , , $P\in D_{k}$ $Q\subseteq P$
Q\in Ck , $C_{k}$ $D_{k}$ (dominate) . k- k-
, ND k- (nondominated $k$ -coterie) .
$G$ $k-$ $C_{k}$ , $G$ (operating probability)
, 1 . 3 , k- Ck
$D_{k}$ , $C_{k}$ $D_{k}$ . ,
$D_{k}$ $Q$ , $C_{k}$ $Q’(Q’\subseteq Q)$
.
3 $G$ , $k- \text{ }$ , $G$
, ,
. $G$- , 1-
[INK95]. $1- \text{ }$ $G$- k-
, .
4 $G=(V, E)$ , Ck $V$ k- . $Q\in C_{k}$ $Q\subseteq V_{H}$ $G$
$H=(V_{H}, E_{H})$ $\mathcal{H}_{G}(C_{k})$ . $H$ , $H$
. $\mathcal{H}_{G}(C_{k})$ $G$ .
$\mathcal{H}_{G}(C_{k})$ , $\mathcal{H}_{G}(C_{k})$ $\mathcal{H}_{G}(C_{k})$
($\mathcal{H}_{G(c_{k})}$ ) $\mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}$ . $\mathcal{H}_{G(C)}^{*}k$ 2 $F,$ $H$
, $F$ $H$ , . $\mathcal{H}_{c(C)}^{*}k$ Minimality .
5 $G=(V, E)$ , $C_{k}$ $\mathcal{D}_{k}$ $V$ 2 k- . $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(C_{k})\neq \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$,
$F\in \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$ $H$ $F$ $\mathrm{J},$; $H\in 7t_{G}^{*}$ (C , Ck Dk G-
($G$ -dominate) . , k- $\dot{G}$- k- , G-ND k-
($G$ -nondominated $k$ -coterie) .
$\mathcal{H}c(C_{k})$ $C_{k}$ 1 , Ck $D_{k}$ $G$- , $C_{k}$
$D_{k}$ .
, . $Q$ $V$ , $Q$
, $Q$ $Q$
$MinSet(Q)$ . $Q\in Q$ , $Q\subseteq R$ $V$ $R$ $MaxSei(V, Q)$
. $V$ $S$ $G$ $G_{|S}\text{ }$, $G_{|S}=(S, (S\cross s)\cap E)$
.
3 $k-$




Input: $V$ : universal set of vertices; $C_{k}$ : $k$-coterie; $S$ : subset of $V$
Output: k-coterie
Step 1 Let $D=MinSet(C_{k}\cup\{S\})$ .
Step 2 If there exists $k$ disjoint $Q_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $Q_{k}\in D$ such that $Q_{1}$ U. . . $\cup Q_{k}\subseteq\overline{S}$, then arbitrarily select a
$Q_{i}(1\leq i\leq k)$ , and let $D=Minset(MaxSet(D)-\{Q\})$ , and return to Step 2; otherwise,
output $D$ and exit.
TRANS , $1$ ) $V$ $S$ k- $C_{k}$ $D$ ,
$2)D$ $k-$ , $k+1$ , $k$
$S$ 1 $\text{ }$ , . $S$ $C_{k}$
TRANS $C_{k}$ , , $S$ $C_{k}$ k-
. TRANS $k-$ .
1 $C_{k}$ $V$ k- , $S$ $V$ . $Q\subseteq S$ $Q$ \in Ck ,
TRANS $C_{k}$ $k-$ .
Proof. $Q\subseteq S$ $Q\in$ Ck . TRANS $D$ Min-
imality . $D$ Intersection Property , $D$
$k$ . Step 2 $D$ –
. Step 2 $D$ – ,
$k$ , -s
$k-1$ . $S\cup\overline{S}=V$ $k$
. , TRANS $D$ $k+1$
. $D$ $k+1$ $Q$ . $Q$ , $S$ $Q\in C_{k}$
superset 2 . $Q$ $S$ , Ck k-
, $Q$ 1 . $Q$ $S$ , -s
$k-1$ , TRANS . $D$
Minimality Intersection Property k- . , $Q\subseteq S$
Q\in Ck , $D$ $\{S\}$ $\mathcal{D}\neq C_{k}$ .
4 $k-$ G-
, $\mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}$ $k$ , k- Ck k-
G- .
1 $G=(V, E)$ , Ck $V$ . $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (C $k$
, (1) (2) $G$ $F=(V_{F}, E_{F})$ ,
, $C_{k}$ $k-$ G- .




$V_{H:}\cap V_{F}\neq\emptyset$ $i(1\leq i\leq k)$ . (2)
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Proof. $\mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}$ $k$ . (1) (2) $G$
$F=(V_{F}, E_{F})$ , $C_{k}$ TRANS .
Step 1Let $D=MinSet(C_{k}\cup\{V_{F}\})$ .
Step 2If there exists $k$ disjoint $Q_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $Q_{k}\in D$ such that $Q_{1}\cup\ldots\cup Q_{k}\subseteq\overline{V_{F}}$ , then select a $Q_{i}$
$(1 \leq i\leq k)$ such that $G_{1Q}$ : is disconnected, and let $D=MinSet(Maxset(V, D)-\{Q_{i}\})$ ,
and return to Step 2; otherwise, output $D$ and exit.
TRANS 2 . TRANS $V$
$S$ $V_{F}$ . Step 2 If , $G_{1Q}\text{ }:\text{ }$ Q,
.
5 $G$ $T=(V_{T}, E\tau)$ , QVT Q\in Ck , $T$
$H\in \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (C , . $G$ $F$ (1)
, $Q\subseteq V_{F}$ Q\in Ck . 1 $D$ $C_{k}$ $k-$
. $D$ $C_{k}$ $G$- . Step 2 If , –VF
$D$ $k$ , $D=Mins_{e}t(C_{k}\cup\{V_{F}\})$ $D$ Ck G-
. If , –VF $D$ $k$ $Q_{1},$ $\ldots$ , Qk
. $i(1\leq i\leq k)$ $G_{1Q}\text{ }:’ F$ (2)
, If $G_{1Q}\text{ }Q\in D$ . $Q\subseteq$
$H\in \mathcal{H}_{G(C)}^{*}k$ , $Q$ $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D)$ $\mathcal{H}_{G(C)}^{*}k$ .
$\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D)$ $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(C\text{ }$ $F$ , $F$ $H$ $H\in \mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}$
. 5 $D$ Ck G- .
Ck k- $D_{k}$ $G$- . $\mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}\subset \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$ $\mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}\not\subset \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$ 2
. $\mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}\subset \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$ , $G$ $F=(V_{F}, E_{F})\in \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})-\mathcal{H}_{G(c_{k})}*$
, $F$ (1) (2) . $F$ $H\in \mathcal{H}_{c(C)}^{*}k$
, $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$ $H$ $F$ , $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (D Minimality . $F$ (2)
, $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (D $k+1$ , $D_{k}$ Intersection Property
. $\mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}\not\subset \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$ , $G$ $J=(V_{J}, E_{J})\in \mathcal{H}_{c(c_{k})}^{*}-\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(D_{k})$
. $D_{k}$ Ck $G$- , $J$ $F=(V_{F}, E_{F})\in \mathcal{H}_{c(D_{k}}^{*})-\mathcal{H}^{*}c(C_{k})$
. $F$ (1) (2) . $F$
$H\in \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (C , $H$ $J$ $H$ $J$ $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}(C_{k})$
, Minimality . $F$ (2) , $i(1\leq i\leq k)$ $V_{H}.\cdot\cap V_{F}=\emptyset$
$k$ $H_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$H_{k}\in \mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (C . $D_{k}$ $C_{k}$ G-
, $F$ $k+1$ $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (D , $D_{k}$ Intersection Property
. Ck k- $D_{k}$ $G$- , (1) (2) $G$ $F$
. $\square$
5
$k$- $G$- . k-
k- . , $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (C $k$
$k-$ Ck k- G-
. $\mathcal{H}_{G}^{*}$ (C $k$ , $C_{k}$ k- G-
, $C_{k}$ $G$- k- –
, .
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